Enhancing citizen response to crises through communication – investigating expert views
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1 Introduction

Authorities cannot solve crisis situations and emergencies alone. The view that communities and citizens should be included in crisis preparedness and within the response network is widely held among both scholars (e.g. Helsloot and Ruitenberg, 2004; Norris et al., 2008) and practitioners (FEMA, 2011b; IFRC, 2011; UNISDR, 2011). In responding to the complex crises that arise today, in which the input of many different actors, including citizens and citizens groups, is essential, smooth cooperation is of paramount importance.

The purpose of this study was to find out how citizen response to crises, by organisations focusing on emergency response or otherwise working in the field of crisis management, is currently being promoted by communication strategies and tools in member states of the European Union. So far, the role of communication in community resilience remains partially undefined (Seeger and Sellnow, 2013).

This study clarifies the views of emergency management and crisis communication experts on the state of the art in enhancing citizen response through communication, how this can be further strengthened, and what are considered best practices. The study contributes to a broader research project on public empowerment policies for crisis management in the European Union, in which citizen viewpoints have also been investigated (e.g. Linnell, 2014) and theoretical work done to create a conceptual framework for future research (Hyvärinen and Vos, 2015). Following this framework, in this paper, crisis management is viewed as co-produced by organisations and citizens. Here the term ‘citizens’ refers to various societal levels, such as individuals, families, and other groups. In disaster risk reduction, a community approach is called for (Eiser et al., 2012). This is also known as the ‘whole community approach’, and includes response organisations focusing on emergency management, other relevant organisations, and citizens (FEMA, 2011a). In other words, cooperation across the multi-actor response network includes citizen groups. Citizen response refers to all actions taken by citizens to prepare for and react to crises “with the intent to help themselves or others limit the effects of the disaster or major accident” (Helsloot and Ruitenberg, 2004: 98–99). This paper focuses on emergencies and disasters that may be the result of acts of nature or acts of man, both intended such as terrorism, or unintended such as major accidents and infrastructure failure.

Characterizing crisis response as collaborative action calls for communication activities between emergency response organizations, other organizations involved, and citizens. Scholars have investigated barriers to collaboration. Foremost, this concerns the culture of command and control that exists in many formal response organisations which, in times of crisis, when existing structures collapse, makes it difficult to link up with citizen initiatives and improvise (Dynes, 1994). In addition, research has shown that the myth of a panic-prone public often serves as an excuse not to inform and involve citizens (Perry and Lindell, 2003). Scholars have also collated best practices in crisis communication and management that emphasize collaboration with public groups. For example, Seeger (2006) underlines the importance of creating partnerships with the public, while Veil and Husted (2012) emphasize the need for establishing a broad network, including organisational sources, outside agencies and the media, and so forming partnerships to share information and listen to public concerns. The importance of boundary spanners that provide information for collaboration among rescue organisations has been pointed out (Danielsson, 2014); however, exchange of information with public groups similarly helps to build the situational picture and facilitates cooperation with citizens. A multi-level approach is proposed, as citizen response occurs on both the individual and group level.
During normal operations, before crises occur, it is important to establish connections with diverse public groups and communities (Veil and Husted, 2012). The importance of social relationships in emergency management has also been underlined in recent studies on information flows involving volunteers (Long et al., 2014), who can be organized, semi-organized, or non-organized individuals (Linnell, 2014).

Guidelines for practice have been set (e.g. FEMA, 2011a; UNISDR, 2011). Additionally, four approaches to crisis preparedness activities aimed at increasing the citizens’ capabilities for risk reduction have been proposed (IFRC, 2011): (1) campaigns aiming at a uniform, large-scale impact using standard messages; (2) participatory learning, in which publics are engaged in disaster risk reduction; (3) informal education in communities and schools, involving disseminating standardized messages but with the flexibility to accommodate the needs and concerns of specific local audiences; and (4) formal school-based learning, where a curricular focus on school disaster management and disaster risk reduction requires support for long-term planning and capacity building.

In the literature, the focus has been on community approaches that may also include a variety of media. Participatory approaches involving citizens through local broadcast media have been investigated (Romo-Murphy and Vos, 2014). Furthermore, social media have received much attention in the literature, as a platform for the exchange of information both among citizens and between citizen and response organisations (Palen et al., 2009; Yee et al., 2012). Including citizens in crisis preparedness has been emphasized as a form of stakeholder enabling and public empowerment (e.g. Palenchar and Heath, 2007). In addition, discursive management strategies have been proposed from an ethical perspective, involving people not as objects but rather as subjects in a human-centred discipline of emergency management (Etkin and Timmermans, 2013). However, it has also been suggested by the afore-mentioned authors that community approaches need more attention in practice. Response organizations need to understand how citizens prepare for and react to crisis situations; this calls for investigating citizen behaviour and views. In addition, expert views on how citizen response is currently facilitated by response organizations and how this can be improved, need to be gathered. The latter approach is taken in this paper, which focuses on expert views on how citizen response can be enhanced in practice.

The paper is ordered as follows: section 2 outlines the research method, section 3 describes the participants, section 4 presents the findings and section 5 concludes.

2 Research method

The study focused on how emergency response organizations can enhance citizen response. The research questions were: (RQ1) How do experts view the state of the art in encouraging citizen response in the EU member states? (RQ2) What suggestions do experts offer for increasing citizen response? (RQ3) What do they see as examples of best practices in enhancing citizen response?

The data were gathered via an online questionnaire, consisting of a few closed, but mostly open-ended, questions. The participants’ background was ascertained. To determine the state of the art (RQ1), the experts were asked about how citizen response is encouraged, if citizens are involved in crisis preparedness, and what citizen groups were involved in crisis preparedness activities. To obtain suggestions for increasing citizen response (RQ2), questions were asked about where potential was seen to further involve citizen groups, and what is needed to further enhance the response abilities of the public.
To elicit examples of best practices (RQ3), a question was included on inspiring examples that have increased citizen response.

The target group were emergency management and crisis communication experts drawn from the database of an international crisis management conference, the International Disaster and Risk Conference (IDRC) in Davos Switzerland. Participants, who were asked for their informed consent beforehand, received a login code to be able to return to the questionnaire if they wanted to add information later. The questionnaire was piloted and small revisions made based on the feedback received.

The researchers made sure that the responses could not be identified and the anonymised data were kept in a password-protected computer environment at the university. The responses were analyzed from a data-driven perspective using qualitative content analysis (e.g. Frey et al., 2000). The data were downloaded to ATLAS.ti (qualitative data analysis software) and the authors familiarized themselves with the data by repeated reading. Background information statistics and multiple choice questions were calculated quantitatively. The next step was a qualitative analysis of the answers to the open questions. The data were read several times to enable categorization and thematisation. Under each theme, following the questions, similar topics were grouped together. They were further subdivided into subtopics from a data-driven perspective, brought together in overviews, and summarized in tables. The emphasis was on collaboration by response organizations with citizens and facilitating citizen response in the various crisis phases through communication (Hyvärinen and Vos, 2015). Where differences between views were found, we returned to the data to deepen the analysis. This showed, that participants who (also) had experience outside the EU cited different examples and often presented different views. To further illuminate the differences we split up the relevant tables accordingly. The related conclusions are indicative and could be further tested in studies with larger numbers of participants.

The questionnaire also included other questions, on issues such as terrorism communication, which are not reported in this paper. The long questionnaire was emailed to 493 experts, of whom 42 answered the section on public empowerment initiatives by response organisations, the focus of the present paper. Contacts during the IDRC conference indicated that non-response may have been caused by the login requirement enabling respondents to finish completing the lengthy questionnaire at a later time. Following strict ethical guidelines, the participants were free to leave any question open, e.g. if they were not familiar with its content. This paper presents research data on the work experience and views of the participating experts, obtained from answers to six, mostly qualitative, questions on the promotion of citizen response in crisis situations.

3 Participants

Of the 42 participants, 15 were experts in crisis or emergency management, 12 were experts in crisis communication, and the others worked in related fields, including risk analysis, assessment and management, disaster reduction and management policy, recovery planning, and public education for disaster prevention. They had many years of experience in the field (mean 11.7 years).

The types of organisations represented by the experts were mostly governmental organisations, centres of expertise or research institutions, enterprises and non-governmental organisations (see Table 1).
Table 1  Participants by type of organisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of organisation</th>
<th>Number of respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Governmental organisation (e.g. municipality, ministry, authority)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police or rescue services</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expertise centre or Research organization</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-governmental organization (e.g. Red Cross)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise (e.g. energy company)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) UN, UN Agency (UNDP), Telecommunications, Private Consultant, R&D Center, County fire brigade
b) Multiple answers were permitted (N=42)

The participants represented organisations operating on different levels: 13 organisations worked internationally, 18 nationally, 5 regionally, and 8 locally. Most of the participants worked in one or more member states of the European Union (EU), whereas 5 worked only outside the EU in developing countries, and 2 worked both inside and outside the EU. Where the data showed differences, these are indicated.

4 Findings
Below, the views of the participants on the state of the art in enhancing citizen response are presented. Next, their views on how to further enhance citizen response are addressed, followed by what they consider to be best practices.

4.1 Ways to encourage citizen response

The item inquiring how citizen response is currently being encouraged in the participants’ countries was answered by choosing from one of six response options: (a) Preparedness campaigns on the national level, (b) Preparedness campaigns on the regional or local level, (c) Educational activities by schools and volunteer groups or associations, (d) Cooperation with citizen groups to develop resilience on the local level, (e) Exercises in various emergency scenarios involving citizen groups, and (f) Other (please specify).

According to the answers given by the participants, preparedness campaigns on the regional or local level and on the national level were the most common ways to enhance citizen response. Educational activities by schools and volunteer groups or associations, cooperation with citizen groups to develop resilience on the local level, and exercises in various emergency scenarios involving citizen groups were also frequently mentioned. Other ways were: “exercises with companies within an industry segment”; “corporate rehearsals and tests”; “public-private partnership collaboration at the local level”; “sharing of plans with stakeholders”; and “strengthening volunteer involvement in rescue organisations”. Table 2 shows the variety of tools and approaches used to promote citizen engagement.
Table 2  How citizen response is currently encouraged in the participants’ area of operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ways to enhance citizen response</th>
<th>Frequency of mentions according to main area of operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparedness campaigns on the regional or local level</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparedness campaigns on the national level</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational activities by schools and volunteer groups or associations</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation with citizen groups to develop resilience on the local level</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercises in various emergency scenarios involving citizen groups</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous a)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) Exercises with companies within an industry segment; Corporate rehearsals, tests; Public-Private partnership collaboration at local level; Sharing of plans with stakeholders; Strengthening volunteer involvement in rescue organisations
b) Multiple answers were permitted (n=40)

Seen from the perspective of the participants’ main area of operations, developing resilience via local level cooperation with citizen groups seems to be the most common way to enhance citizen response in the non-EU countries, whereas the participants working mainly in EU countries mentioned this approach least often and listed preparedness campaigns as the main way of addressing this objective. However, owing to the small sample size, such comparisons must be viewed with caution.

4.2 Involvement of citizen groups in crisis preparedness

The next section of the questionnaire focused on community approaches to crisis preparedness. The first question here was: “Are citizen groups currently involved in crisis preparedness by your organisation? If so, please also explain in what ways this is done.”

This question yielded 21 responses that were coded into three categories (yes; yes to some extent; and no, why not?) and according to the main area of operations of the participant. A rather large number of the participants (11) answered by stating that citizen groups were not involved in crisis preparedness by their organisation at all. Some answers showed that the participant considered current activities in promoting citizen response insufficient, or it was mentioned that this was being done by or in cooperation with other agencies (see Table 3).
According to the participants whose main area of operations was within the EU, citizen involvement in crisis preparedness was implemented by organizing exercises and integrating them in crisis plans. This mostly applied to organized volunteers, who are given a supporting role in, e.g., helping in evacuations and providing psycho-social support. Involvement is generated via NGO memberships (e.g. Red Cross), via the deployment, support and training of local disaster risk reduction and emergency management teams, via stakeholder groups and via incident response, planning, and recovery.
Some organisations exchanged best practices in expert workshops, events, and conferences. Some were active in contacting political actors, authorities, or other actors, such as scientific and operational advisory boards. Educational material, aimed mostly at children, was also produced. Engagement was also promoted by attending community council meetings, giving presentations, and issuing handouts on emergency preparedness. Only one participant gave a clear example of an interactive approach, viz. a residents’ meeting after a crisis situation, which could also prepare citizens for future similar events.

According to the participants who mainly operated outside the EU, citizen groups were involved in drills (e.g. mass tsunami early warning and evacuation), along with the provision of preparedness information, and educational activities implemented in schools in cooperation with emergency services. Community- and civil society-based local, voluntary committees were involved in the planning and implementation of disaster risk reduction (DRR) activities. However, some of these participants mentioned that citizen groups were only involved via partner NGOs. Involvement was also promoted by making the preparedness process visible via community awareness and by identifying risks, vulnerability, and capacities by means of a participatory approach. Communication had a key role in many of the actions taken to involve citizens.

One participant explained the importance of communication in empowering citizens to take action in the case of an emergency thus: “a clear line of communication from agencies describes how preparing is necessary because in a time of crisis, emergency management personnel or equipment may not be available to help everyone, so preparing can reduce their dependence on agency assistance.”

These results indicate that citizen groups in Europe are involved on very different levels. Some groups are organized in volunteer organisations, while for others involvement is not systematic. Many organisations are not in direct contact with citizen groups, or see citizen involvement in preparedness as one-way communication, such as dissemination of information through presentations and handouts.

### 4.3 Citizen groups included in crisis preparedness

The next question was: “Please list the citizen groups your organisation is cooperating with in crisis preparedness, e.g. those groups mentioned in crisis plans.” This question yielded 21 responses (see Table 4). As the responses yielded more groups than citizen groups alone, these were coded as follows: citizen groups, governmental actors, private sector, and formal or informal networks.

The responses were later organized in two categories “European Union” and “Combination or other” based on the main area of operations of the participant. There were few differences between these two categories of participants. Both mentioned NGOs, particularly the Red Cross, the private sector, social bodies such as youth groups, and disaster councils or committees. However, those operating mainly in the EU more often named governmental actors, whereas those operating (also) outside of the EU more often mentioned informal and formal networks such as the OECD High Level Risk Forum.
Table 4 Citizen groups that the participants’ organisations cooperate with in crisis preparedness by the main area of operations of the participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citizen groups mentioned</th>
<th>Main area of operations: European Union</th>
<th>Main area of operations: Combination or other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social bodies, e.g.:</td>
<td>• Youth groups</td>
<td>• General public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Students</td>
<td>• Women’s groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGOs and voluntary organisations, e.g.:</td>
<td>• Red Cross</td>
<td>• Youth groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Voluntary rescue services</td>
<td>• Farmer groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• International risk governance councils</td>
<td>Disaster risk committees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community and town councils</td>
<td>Village health workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NGOs and voluntary organisations, e.g.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Local Red Cross volunteers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“All knowledgeable members of the community”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public sector</td>
<td>Blue light services</td>
<td>Disaster management working groups at different levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ministries</td>
<td>Emergency units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Municipalities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal agencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State agencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional agencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Municipal agencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private sector</td>
<td>Private companies (e.g. engineering and civil jobs specialist)</td>
<td>“Partners in all sectors”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal or informal networks</td>
<td>Private sector Lessons-learned networks in crisis management</td>
<td>Academia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Platform of the regional chiefs of staff</td>
<td>Research groups, scientists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OECD High Level Risk Forum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global Risk Forum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although cooperation with various citizen and other groups was mentioned, one participant pointed out that although in a crisis situation cooperation with social groups is possible, it is “not always incorporated in the organisation’s emergency plans”. If this is common practice, it demonstrates that inclusion of citizens in preparedness activities is not customary and therefore needs to be taken into greater consideration on the strategic level. Some organisations did not cooperate with any citizen groups: “We exclusively communicate with authorities so far.”

4.4 Potential to further involve citizens

The next question was: “Where do you see potential to further involve citizen groups?” This question generated 28 answers. The responses offer a variety of possibilities for furthering citizen involvement in crisis preparedness and response. Some mentioned specific groups, while others discussed activities that could or needed to be done in order to further involve citizens (see Table 5).
The findings indicate that exercises and drills, learning from real crises, and preparedness education are considered important in further involving citizen groups. Engagement of citizens for crisis response should, according to the participants, begin already at school. Utilizing social media was also suggested as a way to further involve citizens, as there is a potential for communication “via social media, e.g. Facebook, Twitter”. As stated by the participants, different levels of the community — local, regional, municipal, and neighbourhood — need to be taken into account and actions performed accordingly.

The participants saw a need to include citizens and other stakeholder groups to a larger extent in preparedness activities. In the pre-crisis phase, more participative risk mapping involving citizens and more risk awareness education were called for. Preparedness education was also emphasized as a basis for a better “understanding of warning messages” and more effective “behaviour during disasters”. Education should start already at school and should be integrated into the curriculum.

In mounting exercises, continuity is called for. Emergency drills and training should be regular, e.g. annual, and include participation of various stakeholder groups. These activities have many benefits according to the participants: they are multi-sector, cooperative, and collaborative. Familiarity makes them more sustainable over generations. Drills are scalable according to level (local, regional etc.), and can be made more realistic.
over time. They are opportunities to practice response and discover weaknesses in risk reduction. Drills involving multiple stakeholders are also opportunities to create trust and strengthen the partnerships needed in crisis situations. One participant remarked that drills need to be dynamic because when they are inadequately executed such efforts can be “squandered and rendered meaningless”.

According to some of the participants, the perceptions of citizen groups should be included in decision making and in developing policies: “More efforts should focus on decision making. Strengthening capacities of local leaders to link preparedness plans ... by communities groups to authority planning is essential to take into consideration the needs of communities.”

Another participant also raised the issue of connecting different levels: “Most of our work is done on and most members are positioned on the national level, while most 'normal' citizens' initiatives are organized on the local or regional level.” This indicates that coordination between various actors on different levels is needed.

Citizens can also be involved indirectly; as one participant put it: “Citizens' initiatives working on larger scale (national level) are mostly organized in associations or societies that are working for special groups like voluntary fire brigades or technical assistance. Some of these groups are members in our organisation, but we do not call them citizens' initiatives anymore. So in my country this is a special system and many citizens are involved only in an indirect relation via many different levels or steps in between.”

One participant said that citizen groups can be groups of people living near one another, or civil organisations. The groups that need to be addressed and involved in the preparedness measures should be clarified at the policy-making level.

4.5 How to further enhance response abilities of the public

Below, we present the answers to this open question: “According to your view, what is mostly needed in your country to further enhance the crisis response abilities of the public?”

29 answers were given to this question. The answers were organized according to the following themes found in the data: (1) Preparedness activities and education, (2) Communication campaigns and technology, (3) Supporting community spirit and thinking, and (4) Policies. The responses were also arranged according to the main working area of the participants. The findings of this question are gathered in Table 6.

### Table 6 What the participants considered is mostly needed to further enhance the crisis response abilities of the public

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Preparedness activities and education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Education in risk awareness, preparedness, and resilience, including schools and universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Public education, teaching citizens how to become part of the solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Bringing disaster knowledge to the local and national level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Intensifying training efforts for local disaster risk committees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Making vulnerability maps, initiating national working groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. Communication campaigns and technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Sustainable, objective, and regular information in all the phases of a crisis, including post-disaster communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Use of social influencers on a personal level, and broad public campaigns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Receiving and giving feedback, building trust among stakeholders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the participants, empowerment of citizens needs to start in the preparedness phase by raising public awareness via campaigning, education on risks and preparedness, teaching survival skills, offering instructions, and creating trust among stakeholders. Consistency and repeated communication are needed, while all levels of the community should be included: city, department, region, country, and continent or global. In addition, technology, knowledge transfer, monitoring systems, and clear indicators for evaluation were called for. Moreover, funding is needed to support local initiatives, develop new approaches, and enable area-wide integration.

4.6 *Best practices in enhancing citizen response*

This section presents the findings on best practices in enhancing citizen response. This includes responses to this open-ended question: “Please describe one or two examples you consider inspirational best practices for enhancing citizen response, web links are appreciated.” The aim was to clarify the directions suggested by the experts for increasing citizen response. 23 examples of best practices were given, including 15 website links. The websites mentioned by the participants were investigated to see what kinds of activities were considered best practices by the experts. Following a division of various approaches (as proposed by the IFRC, 2011), the examples given by the participant were assigned to three categories (see Table 7):

- Engagement programmes, enhancing citizen preparedness and participatory learning aimed at disaster risk reduction on the local level.
Informal and formal education, involving communities or schools, often using standardized materials that may be adjusted to the needs and concerns of local audiences.

- Educative campaigns, aiming at preparedness on the national, regional, or local level.

The examples of good practices enhancing citizen response were mostly in the first category, indicating that the experts valued engagement programmes above the other categories.

Participants working mainly in the EU gave examples of all three approaches, while those working in a combination of countries or mainly outside the EU focused on engagement programmes only. The examples given by the latter group were also more interactive.

The engagement programmes mentioned by participants working mainly in the EU included websites facilitating collaboration with authorities or offering instructive one-way information for citizens and authorities. The informal and formal education mentioned as good examples by them, also mostly comprised one-way educative materials for particular crisis scenarios, along with directions for action, although some interactive elements were also mentioned, including a school drill. One educative campaign included a variety of activities. Participants working in as well as outside EU, or mainly outside the EU, mentioned fewer engagement initiatives; however, these were more often aimed at citizens and volunteers.

Although the role of social media in emergency communication is increasing, it was not widely present in the examples given. One example was directly linked to a Facebook page; however, the link had expired. In some website examples, sharing via social media was made easy for users.

In particular, the concrete examples provided by experts working in the EU contained little interaction and citizens were not involved in producing the content. This may indicate, consistent with the remarks by the participants reported earlier, that best practices of this kind are in short supply.

Table 7  Examples of best practices as given by the participants

| Programmes for enhancing citizen involvement and participatory learning | Das Hochwasserportal: Web info for flood-prone areas in Germany based on citizen input, aimed at citizens and local authorities. |
| Main area of operations: European Union | The future of UK resilience: Forum for joint development of resilience strategies in natural hazards and civil emergencies by various response organisations. |
| Fachinformationen Hochwasser: Data related to flood, level and flow provided by authorities can be accessed on the Internet, by emergency officials and citizens. |
| Krisinformation.se: Swedish national website for emergency information describing how emergency management works. In an emergency, a special page is set up to provide the public with guidance on how to find information. |
RIMACComm Hazard Potential & Self-protection: 
Integrated multi-hazard risk analysis for municipalities in Tyrol for municipalities and citizens.

**Informal and formal education**

**Main area of operations:** European Union

**Evacuation drill:**
Large scale drill in evacuation of primary schools in the event of a nuclear and radiological emergency in Belgium, accompanied by educative materials prepared by the teachers.

**FONES:**
Various downloadable brochures for citizens and companies by the Swiss federal authority on crisis preparedness and acting during crises.

**SPEK:**
Website hosted by Finnish rescue services offering education for organisations and citizens via guides and instructions for preparedness and acting in emergencies.

**Cold weather plan for England:**
Materials part of wider measures to protect individuals and communities from the effects of severe winter weather for (the use of) health care and local authorities, citizens, and voluntary sector organisations.

**Educative campaigns**

**Main area of operations:** European Union

**School campaign:**
Campaign for 8th graders to learn to prevent and act in emergency situations, in cooperation with emergency services, authorities, and private partners, including e.g. an insurance company.

**Programmes for enhancing citizen involvement and participatory learning**

**Main area of operations:** Combination or other

**A community-based flood warning system:**
System in the Buzi River Basin of Mozambique, run for citizens by educated volunteers.

**Making Beira Resilient to Floods and Cyclones:**
Educating volunteers to take action during floods and cyclones.

**Neighbourhood Disaster Volunteers Foundation:**
Information for Turkish volunteers to reduce disaster risks in their area, arrange first response and contribute to recovery.

**SVP Volontaire:**
Event for volunteer associations and authorities to come together to promote international cooperation and dialogue between institutions and civil society on volunteering.

**Shake Out:**
Earthquake drill that anyone can participate in to prepare and practice, with local or regional coordination by an emergency management agency or alliance.

In some cases, rather than mentioning precise examples with links, the participants gave more general examples; these more often included the participation of citizens. As good practices in participatory learning, the participants mentioned full-size drills and national exercises involving actors from many sectors. Preparedness activities were also mentioned, such as preparing for avian flu, which would require a worldwide exercise next to actions at the country level. The Haiti disaster and Japan tsunami relief efforts were mentioned as two specific cases of this type.
Integration in education activities was viewed positively, as also was disseminating information from one generation to another. One participant was inspired by the idea of “involving people in form of round tables to develop ideas and put these into practice by monetary restrictions or incentivizing people to do something”.

Increasing public awareness by using local media or mobile phone services was considered a good initiative by one participant, as it helps disseminate preparedness information and warnings, and also supports the sharing of information by communities. Meetings of residents after emergencies were also mentioned: “So called ‘safety walks’ with citizens. Their purpose is to walk through the living hood and check it by how it looks from the safety (perspective).” One participant pointed out that “there should be no best practices – only situation-specific practices”, as a best practice in one case can be a bad practice in another.

5 Conclusions

The results indicate that, among the experts participating in this study, awareness of the importance of involving citizen groups in crisis management activities is high. Despite this overall awareness, the results give a very diverse picture of the actual implementation of a community approach to crisis management.

It seems that practitioners are currently in the midst of implementing actions for increasing citizen response. While, owing to the limited number of participants, the state of the art cannot be fully known on the basis of this research the results indicate a fragmented approach and a lack of structural attention to enhancing citizen response. The data show that it is not enough to focus solely on the individual level through preparedness campaigns; instead, continuous collaboration with community groups and organisations on the local, national, and international level also needs to be taken into account.

This paper recognizes that individual and community involvement is critical to disaster preparedness and response. In addition, it underlines that policy makers should also consider cultural and regional differences within the European Union. Country- and region-specific approaches need to be developed simultaneously. Risk awareness and sense of community are not equally strong in all regions. As one participant put it, “there is a big difference between emerging regions, where disasters and crises happen more often and with dramatic impact on people and economies. There professionals need support to enforce their reactiveness (material, training, staff). The public on the other hand is quite aware of the risk and people help each other in the communities. This is different in developed countries, where professionals have staff, material and knowledge. However, the public is not at all aware of the risks and therefore would be completely overwhelmed in case of an emergency. Here the focus needs to be risk awareness and preparation.”

In developed countries, citizens may think that it is the job of the authorities to provide and maintain security. However, their own engagement is needed for disaster preparedness and mitigation. Now is a good time to stimulate exchange of best practices on communication tools and strategies for enhancing community resilience and build a model for more general application. As one participant proposed, it is “vitaly important to improve communication – evaluation of outcomes of communication actions is now urgently needed”.

The objective of this study was to explore the views of experts on enhancing citizen response. The results derived from the data can only be generalized with caution because of the small number of participants (42). However, while small in comparison to the potential population of experts, the original distribution of the questionnaire was to experts...
attending in an International Disaster and Risk Conference. This raises the level of credibility of the results compared to the use of a simple convenience sample, as indicated by the respondents’ mean level of experience in the field (mean 11.7 years).

The results are beneficial to those involved with policy and programme development aimed at ensuring individual and community preparedness. They show that in the European Union the level of attention paid to community approaches in crisis management seems to vary widely and that experience in implementing such approaches is rather limited. Therefore, the findings call for further investigation of the enablers and barriers involved. In places where collaboration has been established, it would be important to learn how exactly this is facilitated, and what tools and communication competences are called for. This would offer experts in the field and policymakers concrete insights that can assist in furthering collaboration with, and the overall crisis preparedness of, citizens.

This study provides the first overall picture of expert views on the status of public empowerment and the challenges experienced in enhancing citizen response in the European Union. It indicates that the situation is currently fragmented and lacks a broader experience with community approaches to crisis management as well as structural involvement of citizen groups in preparedness activities. There is a need for an integral approach, taking all the relevant actors, including citizens, into account. The approach taken needs to match the specific needs and beliefs of all the relevant citizen groups, and be able to respond to the various emergencies the target region is prone to.
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